IntroductIon
Privacy is an affordance. An environment either affords us privacy or it does not. This goes for our "material" environment (tents, houses, walls), for our face-to-face environment (family, friends, colleagues, shopkeepers, teachers), for our institutional environment (education, employment, religion, economics, and the law), and for our technological environment (social networks, search engines, ecommerce, smart energy grids, connected cars, robots and the rest of the upcoming internet of things). Without shelter, without fellow human beings who respect our unwillingness to share private thoughts, and without a legal system that gives us an effective right to ward off intrusions into our private life, we have no privacy. The technological environment, however, permeates and mediates much of our material, face-to-face, and institutional environments. In a world crowded with automated decision systems, our privacy increasingly depends on the design of these systems. In this Article, I argue for the protection of the incomputable self as core to privacy and identity in the era of surreptitious data-driven decision-making. Increasingly, tasks formerly performed by human beings are outsourced to machines. This confronts humans with computational "others" that supposedly "outperform" human experts.
1 Though their decisions may be difficult to explain, they are said to display "high accuracy" while "optimizing" their algorithms. Combined with spectacular news items about computing systems winning highly complex games, such as chess and Go, 2 a new type of magical thinking has taken hold of the public imagination, fed by popular science revelations about "general artificial intelligence."
Many of the advances in what is called artificial intelligence have been made in the field of machine learning, notably also in domains of cognitive assessment and decision-making, such as finance, law, medicine and accounting. Machine learning depends on the brute force of computing power, combined with sophisticated statistical operations and mathematics. 3 Machine learning basically seeks to detect the mathematical target function that properly describes a dataset, hoping the function will apply to new data. The idea is that the more data are available, the greater the chances that the target function will indeed apply to new (future) data. This, however, depends on many factors, and obviously the assumption that such a function even exists is more credible in the case of a rule-based game like chess or Go than in the case of human intercourse. Also, the assumption that real life can be translated adequately into machine-readable data is flawed, even though such translation can generate new insights and be applied in a variety of productive ways. My concern in this Article is how the behaviorist assumptions of machine learning (which necessarily reduces human interaction to behavioral data) impact human identity in relation to privacy. In Part I, I will argue that our new data-driven environment requires us to recognize, defend and protect a dimension of privacy that may have been taken for granted before, but is now under attack. This dimension concerns the foundational incomputability of human identity. I will approach this dimension by developing a theoretical account of the relational nature of human identity, highlighting the indeterminacy and the ensuing incomputability this entails. To assess the impact of an environment that tends towards pseudoreligious devotion to machine learning systems, I will extend the relational conception of privacy to an ecological understanding, addressing the fact that the relationality of human identity is shaped by the technological environment that co-constitutes us as human beings (being human is being technological).
This will enable me to investigate, in Part II of this Article, how machine learning may affect both human identity and privacy. My point is not that we have a tiny incomputable essence, whereas the rest can indeed be calculated. Instead, I argue that our essence is that we are incomputable, meaning that any computation of our interactions can be performed in multiple waysleading to a plurality of potential identities. The need to navigate this plurality is what shapes and nourishes our agency; to deny or reduce this plurality is to diminish our agency. In a text-driven world, such plurality comes "naturally" based on the semantic ambiguities of natural language. In a data-driven environment, this plurality must be reinvented and protected, as otherwise consistent overdetermination by means of data-driven choice architectures may diminish our agency, as manipulation does not depend on whether the inferences of machine learning are correct, but on how they reconfigure our environment -based on the belief that they are correct. I propose to develop ways and means to engage in agonistic machine learning -rejecting unhelpful objectivist accounts of machine learning as agnostic with regard to bias (thus demonstrating that bias is core to machine learning and in itself not problematic but productive).
In Part III of the Article, I will relate the idea of agonistic machine learning to the notion of legal protection by design, as agonistic machine learning refers to the design stage of machine learning, requiring that we build adversariality and democratic participation into the makings of our new world. This will include a discussion of how the EU General Data Protection Regulation has the potential to provide effective and practical rights to resist and contest problematic overdetermination by machine learning decision systems.
I. PrIvacy as the ProtectIon of the IncomPutable self

A. A Relational Conception of Privacy and Identity
Privacy relates to the foundational indeterminacy of human identity. 4 Instead of taking this for granted, we can explain this by building on Paul Ricoeur's work on Oneself as Another, on Mead's thoughts about the "I" and the "me," Helmuth Plessner's work on the artificial nature of being human, and Hannah Arendt's concept of natality.
5 With Paul Ricoeur, we can distinguish between idem-and ipse-dimensions of personal identity, where idem refers to sameness in the sense of both similarity and continuity (though not to identicalness), while ipse refers to the first-person perspective that grounds the third-person (objectified) perspective. Idem and ipse should not be understood as separate parts of a single identity, or as substances that can be located somewhere in the brain, but rather as conceptual tools to distinguish between the irreducible first-person perspective (ipse) that enables the construction of a third-person perspective on the self (idem).
Both the ipse and the idem perspectives develop in interaction with other selves in a shared environment. This highlights the primordial role of the second-person perspective, which concerns how we are addressed as a first person by another. To understand the primacy of the grammatical position of the second-and first-person perspectives for third-person (objectified) perspectives on the self, we can resort to the seminal work of George Herbert Mead. Mead explains that objectification of the "I" does not replicate the "I" but produces a "me." The "me" is constituted by the third-person perspective taken by the "I," and thereby fails to capture the "I," as "I" turn(s) into "me" every time I try to capture my ephemeral "I" (which does the capturing instead of being captured). Idem dimensions of human identity concern the "me" that develops from the myriad of objectifications by individual or institutional others, whose objectifications shape my own reflection on my self. Ipse dimensions of human identity concern the position from which I construct and reconstruct my identity, based on how my personal and institutional environment addresses me. In that sense, the grammatical second-person precedes both the first-and the third-person perspectives. 6 The point is that such addressing does not, however, overdetermine my self-understanding, as language enables me to resist overdetermination due to its ambiguity and the fundamental challenges posed by the so-called double contingency. 7 The latter refers to the uncertainty that grounds my anticipation of how others will anticipate me, knowing that the same abyss grounds the other's anticipation of my expectations.
This is notably the case in a pluralist society that forces individuals to develop a "me" that copes with the contradictory demands and expectations of what Mead called "the generalized other." The latter stands for the dynamic set of expectations that orient my own conduct and Mead nicely demonstrated the complexity and temporality of this "generalized other" by giving the example of one who plays basketball: the individual player must have a fair idea of the rules that define the game, of how this affects the interactions of other players in the context of a concrete game. This is not a matter of developing a "theory of mind" about what other players might do, but requires an intuitive and ad hoc grasp of what opportunities this offers in the course of an actual game. Clearly, real life requires an "I" capable of coping with a variety of games, defined by a variety of rules. Otherwise than in basketball, in "real" life these rules are both ambiguous and shifting, requiring keen attention to the performative nature of the speech acts that codetermine the myriad language games we play. and relational nature of individual identity construction. The recursive nature of human self-understanding can be further explained by what Plessner called the ex-centricity of self-perception, emphasizing that our notion of self depends on a constitutive de-centering: we look back upon our self via the gaze of others, not because we care so much about what others think of us, but because our self is constituted when imagining the view others have of us (another way of framing the double contingency mentioned above). Access to the ipse dimension of our self is always mediated by the idem dimensions that shape us; our self is born from the friction caused by and the resistance against the way others address and define us.
This brings us, finally, to Arendt's salient work on the human condition, drawing on her concept of natality.
9 Arendt understands human freedom as a practice of speaking rather than calculating, of acting rather than behaving, and of facing the uncertainty of being (mis)understood in one way or another. Her concept of natality emphasizes the inexorable indeterminacy of human action, initiated by the new and uncertain beginning that defines newly born infants and their concomitant need to learn, to start from scratch, spilling over into adult life as the continuous need to learn and to review what is learnt.
To grasp the abysmal implications of our natality, which is obviously related to our mortality, we may turn to Herbert Simon in his highly relevant 1983 address on machine learning. 10 Though readers familiar with Arendt may not have expected to learn about natality from one of the founding fathers of artificial intelligence, Simon seems to "capture" some of its salient features.
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He discusses what computer engineers would now call the "legacy problem" of software programs: their inoperability with new or other programs and the bugs that cannot always be detected or removed. This leads him to the 9 arendT, supra note 5, at 177-78 (highlighting the connection between the concepts of "action" and "beginning" (referring to the Greek archein and the Latin agere) and noting: "The new always happens against the overwhelming odds of statistical laws and their probability . . . . The fact that man is capable of action means that the unexpected can be expected from him . . . ."). Natality, however, cannot be taken for granted; it may be destroyed once the shift from thinking in terms of action to thinking in terms of behavior determines our capabilities. conclusion that replacing a program is sometimes the only solution 12 : "Old programs do not learn, they simply fade away. So do human beings, their undebuggable programs replaced by younger, possibly less tangled, ones in other human heads." Simon, in this text, seems to qualify the human capability to learn as a potentially superior type of learning, as it does not require us to code our brain. He notes that we do not even have access to the way our brains operate and we don't need such access to actually learn: "But at least until the state of undebuggability is reached, human programs are modified adaptively and repeatedly by learning processes that don't require a knowledge of the internal representation."
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Of course, "capturing" natality in computational terms may reduce it to its representation and, as we should remind ourselves, a representation is not the same as what is represented. Though this also goes for natural language, human language can also do what it describes, 14 thus presenting rather than representing a shared world: "I declare you man and wife" is not a description but an act that institutes what it describes. Such "performative" speech acts, which can be oral as well as written, account for what lawyers call the legal effect of certain actions or occurrences, such as declaring two people to be married, accepting an offer to conclude a contract, or committing a tort, which result respectively in a legally valid marriage with all kinds of legal consequences, a binding contract, or an obligation to pay compensation. Such performative effects create the artificial -but very real -world that shapes our legitimate expectations and molds the institutional backbone of daily intercourse. Contract, ownership and tort depend on a performativity that cannot be understood in the computational terms of performance metrics or mathematical optimization. Indeed, our own learning processes hinge on a continuous iteration of the natality that defines us. Our institutional environment depends on the largely implicit alignment of individual consciousness with 12 Simon, supra note 10, at 34. We must note that Simon wrote at a point in time when machine learning was unsuccessful, due to (1) a lack of training data and (2) a lack of the computing power that enables massive parallel processing and multilayered artificial neural networks. I am not sure whether this changes the point he makes here. See, for example, the scientist who "invented" backpropagation and deep learning, Geoffrey Hinton, who claims it is nowhere near "general intelligence" and does not in any way compare to human learning. societal norms that in turn depend on the individual consciousness of all those who form a society. This underscores the relational nature of individual consciousness; human beings are always in the process of -incrementally and/or radically -reinventing themselves and their shared world.
B. Incomputability
Having argued for a relational concept of privacy and the fundamental indeterminacy of human identity that it implies, I will now clarify what I mean by the incomputability of the self. In computer science, the term incomputability refers to a specific type of decidability, meaning that it is impossible to develop "a single algorithm that always leads to a correct yes-or-no answer." 15 This type of incomputability is related to Gödel's incompleteness theorem and keenly demonstrates that the formalization that is necessary to turn real life events into machine-readable data (including programs) necessarily results in uncertainty at the level of mathematical decidability (even if for all practical purposes many decidable problems can be framed, based on productive assumptions). 16 A similar point has been made more specifically for machine learning by David Wolpert, proving mathematically that no machine learning algorithm will necessarily provide optimized output on new data.
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My interest, however, concerns the preliminary question whether real life events can be formalized in the first place, which is a precondition for their computability (in the practical sense of making them available for processing by a digital computing system). This means that by computability I refer to the numerization, digitization or datafication (taken as synonyms) of objects, processes, states or events in the "real" world of atoms. The answer is as simple as it is pertinent: yes, we can translate "real" life events into machine-readable data and programs, but as with every translation, something 15 are glancing over the inherent limitations of mathematics in the face of new data. 19 Though new data can be predicted based on historical data, new data cannot inform the prediction as no algorithm can be trained on future data. The temporality that grounds us and the natality it entails confronts machine learning with the fundamental uncertainty of the real world.
My concern is with the natality that is core to being human in an inherently uncertain world. Taking an ecological perspective, I am foremost interested in the institutional environment that shapes the self, as discussed above, and the technological backbone of institutions that protect the indeterminate dynamic self that emerges, grows, erupts and disrupts on the cusp of "me" and "I." This indeterminacy and the implied incomputability is not rooted in the translation from atoms to bits, or in the temporality that forms the abyss of unpredictability of the physical world. 20 It is rooted in the double contingency that erupts whenever I am addressed by another human being who addresses me as a grammatical first person, thus inviting me to change perspective -gazing back upon myself from the point of view of the other (thereby instituting both her grammatical second person as perceived by me and my grammatical first person as the person who is addressed by her). This also goes for being addressed by a group or an institution, for instance inviting me to identify with a people, a class, an employer, a government, a religion. My concern is that this particular first-person perspective cannot be formalized, or captured in terms of data or programs, because this would always result in a third-person (or idem) perspective: a "her," "him" or "it." Though the "me" is also born by taking a third-person perspective, it has a special status, as it always ties up with an "I." "Me" and "I" thus form the incomputable self (the ipse) that cannot be represented other than via the bypass of an objectified (third-person, idem) perspective. What matters is that this bypass is necessarily ephemeral, it requires hard work to stabilize and -in the end -remains underdetermined. This is core to our nonessentialist essence.
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C. From a Relational to an Ecological Understanding of Privacy
The incomputability of human identity is, however, not a bug but a feature. It does not entail that "I" and/or "me" form an immutable essence. On the contrary, "I" and "me" emerge from being addressed by "you" and "them," and much depends on the information and communication infrastructure (ICI) that affords this address. 22 Whereas this address is primarily shaped by natural language, which affords first-, second-, and third-person perspectives, the "technologies of the word" (writing, print and audio-visual renderings) reconfigure these initial affordances by broadening their scope, making it possible to reach a larger audience and a distantiation in time and space between author and reader, between author and text and, as a result thereof, between text and meaning. This has actually created the "interpretability problem" that is core to cultures that build on written and printed text. 23 Indeed, this 21 Mattiacci saliently demonstrates why human decision-making thrives on antinomian criteria that defy logic-based decision-systems as either incomplete or inconsistent. However, in the first part of his article he -perhaps unintentionally -shows that defining policy choices in terms of the mutually exclusive criteria of welfare enhancement and fairness is a hazardous undertaking that rules out so many other relevant considerations and generates so many interpretation issues as to be both ridiculous and dangerous. Mattiacci, supra note 15. Antinomies must not be denied or overcome but appreciated and taken into account, see e.g. interpretability problem has extended both the double contingency that vouches for creative misunderstandings and -as discussed above -the inner world that develops while being addressed by conflicting voices and primed by "longreads" that require extensive sequential information processing (books are read from left to right, from top to bottom and from first to last page -or in any other sequence, but always sequentially).
To better understand what incomputability means in an era when anything -and potentially everything -is being datafied, numerized and rendered computable, we can draw on an important text by Philip Agre, on privacy and "capture." 24 In this text he observes that threats to privacy are often understood in terms of surveillance, embedded in visual metaphors, and rooted in the historical experience of state surveillance. Though he does not reject this surveillance model, he points out that the pervasive character of computational infrastructures requires another model to comprehend the novel threats to privacy. His capture model emphasizes the fact that data-driven systems reconfigure their environment to gain access to more data, turning both our environment and ourselves into data engines. This entails extensive tracking schemes to mine e.g. behavioral data, and it is tempting to frame this in terms of surveillance:
Yet tracking schemes have another side: the practical arrangements through which the data are collected in the first place, including the arrangements that make human activities and physical processes trackable. As human activities become intertwined with the mechanisms of computerized tracking, the notion of human interactions with a "computer" -understood as a discrete, physically localized entitybegins to lose its force. In its place we encounter activity systems that are thoroughly integrated with distributed computational processes. It is this deeper implication of tracking that forms the central motivation for this paper. 25 Agre thus highlights that the need of computational systems to "capture" data reorganizes their (and our) environment, thereby changing the affordances of their (and our) environment. The changes in the prevailing ICI are indeed externalized, requiring sequential processing and iterant reinterpretation by e.g. new generations. Ronald Dworkin, Law as Interpretation, 60 Tex. law rev. 527 (1982) (emphasizing the role of legal text as requiring the integrity -rather than merely the consistency -of legal decision-making, which necessarily requires iterant interpretation). 24 Agre, supra note 11. 25 Id. at 105.
transforming their environment (which includes us): "Computationalists' discourse rarely brings to the surface the connotations of violence in the metaphor of capture; captured information is not spoken of as fleeing, escaping, or resenting its imprisonment." 26 Agre notes a set of characteristics that distinguishes the capture model from the more familiar surveillance model. I believe these characteristics to be pertinent for a better understanding of how data-driven architectures transform the environment that we depend upon, while also transforming our selves in the process. Since we are an important asset within the environment of these ICIs, we must be reconfigured in ways that enable the capture of behavioral and other data "from" us.
The capture model entails the parsing and reconfiguration of human behavior in a way that fits the need for formalization, for instance by means of tracking of keystroke and clickstream behavior and so-called "like-behavior," or sensor technologies that pick up on our physical states and behaviors. Agre highlights that the "[d]riving aims . . . . are not political but philosophical, as activity is reconstructed through assimilation to a transcendent ('virtual') order of mathematical formalism."
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This brings me to McQuillan's notion of "machinic neo-platonism" to better understand the impact that Agre refers to. 28 McQuillan starts by observing that at this point in time "data science" is not merely a method, but rather an "organizing idea." He finds that:
29 "Data science does not only make possible a new way of knowing but acts directly on it; by converting predictions to preemptions, it becomes a machinic metaphysics." In his pivotal article, McQuillan traces the trajectory of neo-platonism in the history of both mathematics and science, explaining it as "the belief in [a] hidden layer of reality which is ontologically superior, expressed mathematically and apprehended by going against direct experience." 30 He emphasizes that other than in science, the cyber-physical infrastructures that are built on computational connectivity are not merely theoretical constructions, but physical machines that may have an "impact" in the most literal sense of that term (as in "trauma" resulting from "impact"). Due to the nature of computability, the upcoming Internet of Things (smart energy grids, smart cities), combined with robotics (connected cars), cloud-, fog-and edge-computing, may come to drive an overcomplete datafiction of anything and everything based on the idea that the mathematics Though one may be inclined to "read" the actions of Mark Zuckerberg as focused on financial gain, (t)his statement may provide a deeper insight into his motivation to capture as much "social data" as possible. As indicated, my concern with the protection of the incomputable nature of the self, resides in the transformation of the choice architecture of our immediate environment that is based on a set of assumptions regarding the nature of reality, including the reality of human intercourse and the human self. There are elements of totalitarianism in some of these assumptions, notably where they prefer bits to atoms and mathematical theory to the reality we actually face. I believe it is urgent to develop the means to protect against such totalitarianism and the first step would be to understand privacy as the protection of the incomputable self -and the right to privacy as the effective and practical remedy to protect what counts but cannot be counted: the fragile but robust, indeterminate but sustainable, ecological and irreducibly subjective self. It would be, however, a mistake to believe that a relational understanding of privacy and identity suffices. Rather, we need to pay keen attention to the material, institutional and technological environment that enables and constrains the relationship between self and other. This requires an investigation into the affordances of different types of environments. 32 In the next Part we will investigate how machine learning is reconfiguring our environment, by inquiring into the key design choices it entails and the tradeoffs they imply.
II. democracy and the rule of law: from agnostIc to agonIstIc machIne learnIng
A. Machine Learning, Bias and Purpose Limitation
In his handbook on machine learning, Tom Mitchell defines it as follows: "A computer program is said to learn from experience E with respect to some class of tasks T and performance measure P, if its performance at tasks in T, as measured by P, improves with experience E."
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He gives the example of learning to play checkers, defining the task as "playing checkers," the performance metric as "percentage of games won against other players" and the experience as "playing practice games against itself."
34 The research design for this "learner" aims to develop a so-called target function, a mathematical function that correctly determines the best next move to be made, choosing from the set of "legal" moves that are available. The best next move is defined as the move that -assuming a certain "board state" -has the highest probability of contributing to a sequence of moves that results in a win. There are different ways of developing such a target function. One could immediately target a function that selects the best next move. However, this may be very difficult due to the fact that there are many dependencies related to not knowing which move the other party will make and how this will reconfigure the best strategy for winning the game. It is easier to target a function that attributes a numerical value to all board states, thus ranking their relationship to winning the game. The "best move from any current board position" can then be selected "by generating the successor board state[s] produced by every legal move, then using V to choose the best successor state and therefore the best legal move." 35 As Mitchell explains, most often this ideal target function is not "efficiently computable." Instead, the system is trained to learn an "operational description of the ideal target function."
36 Even this may be very difficult in the end: "In fact, we often expect learning algorithms to acquire only some approximation to the target function, and for this reason the process of learning the target function is often called function approximation." 37 The next step in the learning process is to find a way to represent the target function, in the form of a mathematical formula that contains both variables and numerical coefficients or weights that are adjusted by the system until they best approximate the ideal target function. We shall skip the algebra, but note that a number of choices have already been made to prepare the next step, that of choosing the "function approximation algorithm. involves selecting relevant training examples (in this case subsequent board states), taking into account that the only information the system has about whether a move is right or not (or better than other moves) is the outcome of the game. Assigning weights to board states is not obvious, because "even if the program loses the game, it may still be the case that board states occurring early in the game should be rated very highly and that the cause of the loss was a subsequent poor move." 39 Mitchell describes the final step in designing the checkers learning system as consisting of the design of four distinct program modules that actually characterize many learning systems: 40 (1) the performance system, which tests the accuracy of different weights in terms of their contribution to winning the game; (2) the critic, which produces a set of training examples of the target function, showing which actual sequences of moves result in winning or losing the game; (3) the generalizer, which "generalizes from the specific training examples, hypothesizing a general function that covers these examples and other cases beyond the training examples," 41 where the hypothesis takes the form of a mathematical function (aiming to approximate the ideal target function); and (4) the experiment generalizer, which "takes as input the current hypothesis (currently learned function) and outputs a new problem (i.e., initial board state) for the Performance System to explore. Its role is to pick new practice problems that will maximize the learning rate of the overall system." 42 Together, these four modules should enable a series of iterant "runs" that form the learning process and result in an increasingly accurate prediction of which next move will contribute to winning the game.
The generalizer is in many ways the core module, as it hopes to approximate a function that predicts not only the outcome of historical games (the training and validation data), but rather the outcome of out-of-sample games (test data). This is made possible by means of an iterant combination of the critic that provides training examples and the experiment generalizer that tests how well the current hypothesis function predicts "best moves" that result in winning the game. We can identify three types of experience and thus three types of datasets here. First, the training set, which is used to train the algorithm towards attributing the best distribution of weights within the mathematical function that has been developed to approximate the (unknown) target function. Second, the validation set, which is used to check how well the hypothesis target function does in predicting moves that result in winning a game. Usually, the available data are split into e.g. 80% training data and 20% that is kept apart for validation. Finally, we have the test set, which consists of data not yet available when the system was trained. The first and second datasets are historical (or streaming) data, while the test set refers to future data -which, however, turn into historical or streaming data once available. In the case of highly dynamic and continuous learning systems, the validation set and the test set seem to become conflated. We must, however, remember that no system can be trained on future data -as soon as it tests its hypothesis against new data, these data will be historical data.
The fact that systems cannot be trained on future data may sound trivial, but it is actually core to both the potential and the limitations of machine learning. This is related to the uncertainty that is inherent in anticipating the future, which is less of a problem in a game ruled by unambiguous rules and a limited set of options on both sides, than in a real life situation. 43 The goal of machine learning is training algorithms to uncover patterns that do not merely fit the training data, but also fit future data. It has been mathematically proven that whereas algorithms can be optimized to learn specified tasks, this never implies that the optimization works on new data or with a view to another task. 44 This is related to the fact that the target function (that would correctly describe the mathematical relationship between input and output data) is necessarily unknown, because we necessarily only have historical data. In real life situations (other than in games with a limited set of immutable rules), future data can always disrupt the predictive accuracy of the hypothesis target function. This need not be a problem, depending on the type of application we wish to develop. If, however, damage or harm results from the wrongful assumption that a particular hypothesis target function is accurate, or if harm, damage and benefits are wrongly (re)distributed when applying the algorithm, the opacity of the machine learning system does become a problem, as it may not be easy to redress -or even address -the problem. This is particularly alarming once we acknowledge that high accuracy with regard to the training and validation data does not imply that the algorithm is getting things right for the real world, as has been demonstrated repeatedly. For example, an algorithm trained on patient data to help physicians decide whether or not to send a patient with pneumonia to a hospital, found 3 indicators for low risk: chest pain, asthma, and recent heart problems. Though the algorithm was found to perform with high accuracy (on the data), medical practitioners immediately disqualified it as getting things completely wrong. In fact, these are 3 indicators of high risk. Because patients with such indicators are routinely hospitalized, their morbidity may actually be lower than that of other patients, who are not necessarily sent to the hospital. The point of this example is twofold. First, it is not always obvious that a system with high accuracy on the data may be getting things wrong nevertheless. Second, if a deep learning algorithm is used, the indicators will be hidden in the black hole of the learning system, which will probably provide a score to each patient, without providing an explanation in terms of identifiable indicators. Trusting systems such as these and coming to depend on them, will have consequences for critical infrastructure and could easily cause harm and damage. Another example concerns the COMPAS software, which supports courts in making decisions on parole and sentencing. COMPAS provides a risk score that refers to the risk that a person will recidivize. Because the training data was biased in the sense that black persons recidivized more often than white persons, the system ended up with a disparate error for those who did not recidivize. Of those who did not recidivize, black persons were more often wrongly classified as high risk, whereas white persons were more often wrongly classified as a low risk. Here, the point is that this output is the result of a choice of the research design, which was not tasked with a correction of the risk score for those who do not recidivize, to prevent unfair bias. Developing such a correction is not obvious, however, as it depends on expertise in machine learning and a willingness to detect and foresee the statistical implications of the fact that based on the training data black persons recidivized more often than white people. Again, trusting such a -proprietary -software system, and outsourcing decisions on deprivation of liberty to such systems, would be highly problematic for those whose libery is at stake.
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Mitchell explains that machine learning can be seen as involving "searching a very large space of possible hypotheses to determine one that best fits the observed data and any prior knowledge held by the learner. seeing machine learning as a search problem, where success is determined by choices made as to search strategies, the structure of the search space, and the relationship between the size of the hypothesis space, the number of training data and the confidence we can have with regard to generalizing to new data. Mitchell sums up a series of methodological issues that are inherent in any machine learning research design:
What
only approximately correct? What is the best strategy for choosing a useful next training experience, and how does the choice of this strategy alter the complexity of the learning problem? What is the best way to reduce the learning task to one or more function approximation problems? Put another way, what specific functions should the system attempt to learn? Can this process itself be automated? How can the learner automatically alter its representation to improve its ability to represent and learn the target function? 47 The issues targeted by Mitchell are not obvious to those outside the domain of machine learning. On the one hand, many people seem to believe that machine learning is agnostic, in the sense of being oblivious to human bias or independent of the design choices that determine its performance accuracy. In that sense, however, machine learning is not agnostic. On the other hand, many people seem to believe that undesirable bias in the training data can be remedied in a straightforward way, thus restoring some kind of neutral training set, resulting in agnostic machine learning. Much has been written on this front, both on the side of computer science (e.g., discrimination-aware data mining), 48 and on the side of law (following up on claims of racial bias in software used to assess risks of recidivism). 49 With regard to discriminatory bias, we must note such bias cannot easily be remedied, because protected attributes often correlate with other -quasi-innocent -attributes that will operate as proxies. 50 In that case the solution does not result in "objective" data but in making discrimination less visible. Another caveat concerns the fact that translating legal or ethical notions of fairness into machine learning research design is not at all obvious, also because different notions of fairness may be incompatible.
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In this Article I will not move into these issues. Instead, I will probe the assumptions and implications that inform any machine learning research design, clarifying that issues of bias are inherent in machine learning and must be understood at the level of its methodological integrity. The issues summed up by Mitchell above inform such methodological integrity of the solutions presented in real-life applications. They also crucially help to understand that machine learning research designs involve a number of tradeoffs between e.g. speed, predictive accuracy, overfitting (low utility) or overgeneralizing (blind spots), confirming that each choice amongst competing strategies has a cost: there is no free lunch as to the research design for machine learning. These tradeoffs relate to what Mitchell calls the inductive bias that is inherent in any machine learning research design. Under the heading of "[t]he futility of bias free learning," he explains bias as a "fundamental property of inductive inference: a learner that makes no a priori assumptions regarding the identity of the target concept has no rational basis for classifying any unseen instances (my emphasis)." 52 The inductive bias refers to the fact that in order to come up with an approximation of the ideal target function, we have to make a number of design choices as well as assumptions -without which we cannot even begin to train an algorithm: "Thus, we define the inductive bias of a learner as the set of additional assumptions B sufficient to justify its inductive inferences as deductive inferences." 53 discovery from daTa 1 (2010); miTchell, machine learning, supra note 3, at 39-45. 54 Gadamer basically said the same thing when explaining that we need some form of prejudice to even begin to understand whatever it is we face. His point is that prejudice (or bias) is not necessarily a bad thing (even if Enlightenment thinking introduced a negative connotation for prejudice), 55 depending on the extent to which one is willing to question one's own prejudices. Without the acknowledgment that no understanding is possible without an initial bias, it becomes very difficult to distinguish between a bias that fits the object of understanding and a bias that does not. In the case of machine learning, the issue is further aggravated by the fact that the bias is not merely in the design of the hypothesis space, but also in the choice of the training data, which may contain an undesirable bias with regard to the issue that is at stake. Note that training data is necessarily biased, as it is the bias that allows algorithms to detect and confirm patterns. The task of a proper research design is to uncover whether the bias is a computational artefact (bug) in the dataset, or a pattern in the world of atoms and meaning (that is, the world outside the dataset, about which the data supposedly provides nontrivial and relevant information). At the same time, the research design should contribute to detecting alternative explanations of the same bias, by exploring (1) the complexities of the underlying causalities, 56 if H is sufficiently expressive but the learner has some preference (bias) for choosing between two hypotheses that perform equally over the training data (e.g., a preference for short decision trees). Basically, this is another use of the term bias, which highlights the critical impact of how the hypothesis space is designed -confirming that as design choices are made, one of the tradeoffs may be an incorrect bias. Note that this is not about the bias that may be inherent in the training data, which is the bias most commonly referred to in the literature on automated bias. Before developing the notion of agonistic machine learning in the next section, I will sum up the main conclusions from this brief discussion of machine learning. Let us note, first, that the underlying assumption of any machine learning exercise is the existence of an ideal target function that determines the relationship between input data (e.g., the board state) and output data (winning or losing the game). In respect to a game of checkers, this assumption may hold, but once we move from checkers to human behaviors that are not constrained by a set of unambiguous rules this assumption is simply wrong. This is directly related to the idea of an incomputable self and the productive uncertainty generated by our double contingency. Let us note, second, that even for a relatively simple game such as chess, machine learning has to accept an operational approximation of an assumed target function, rather than the target function itself. The many choices made in the course of developing the research design also highlight that one can develop and test various alternative hypothesis target functions, when trying to approximate an ideal target function (that may not really "exist" anyway). This is actually good news, as it highlights the pragmatic, rather than the essentialist or neo-Platonic nature of machine learning as a discipline. Let us note, third, that any machine learning operation requires the determination of a task, a performance metric and a type of experience. Without defining a purpose for them, machines cannot learn. This is not to suggest that the concept of a purpose in data protection law is equivalent with the concept of a task in machine learning. But they are connected because the methodological integrity of machine learning requires keen attention to the research design in terms of the purpose of the exercise, as this should inform the machine-readable articulation of task, performance metric and training data, including the design of the hypothesis space and the choice of the test data. Indeed, Van der Lei made this point several years ago in the realm of medical informatics, underlining the importance of avoiding "low hanging fruit" when working with patient data. He formulated the first law of informatics: "Data shall be used only for the purpose for which they with causality, distinguishing between explanation as "an attempt to convey the internal state or logic of an algorithm that leads to a decision" and counterfactual explanations that "describe a dependency on the external facts that led to that decision"). 57 To calculate, we must first qualify specific events or states as the same events. were collected. And the collateral: If no purpose was defined prior to the collection of data, then the data should not be used."
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Van der Lei was not concerned with data protection law when developing this law of informatics. His interest was the validity, relevance and accuracy of inferences made from medical data. Instead of getting rid of the principle of "purpose binding" in data protection law, we should acknowledge that to a large extent the methodological integrity of machine learning requires advance specification of the purpose, as this will inform the solidity and productivity of the relevant research design. Machines cannot learn if we do not define for them what qualifies as an improvement of their performance; this is only possible if we are clear about the purpose of processing.
B. From Agnostic to Agonistic Machine Learning
In data-driven environments, the choice architecture we face is determined by inferences made from behavioral data. Neither the data nor the inferences need to be personal data to have a major impact on the choice architecture we confront. As indicated above, the capture of these data requires a profound reconfiguration of the environment of data-driven systems, so as to keep a steady flow of data available for training, validating and testing their algorithms. Admittedly, to a large extent we are the environment that is being reconfigured, and this entails that our behaviors will be reconfigured as well -to fit the computational modules that inform data-driven applications. This creates a tension with the need to protect the incomputable nature of the human self, its foundational indeterminacy and the natality it expresses, precisely because the self develops in relation to the world it inhabits. Overdependence on computational decision-systems may result in a shrinking of the inner self, as we learn to internalize the logic of computational feedback to better adapt to our new environment. The elasticity, ex-centricity and ecological nature of the inner mind are what makes us human, but thereby also vulnerable to being hacked by an environment that is conducive to cognitive automation. This shrinkage of the inner self is highly problematic, not merely from the 58 J. van perspective of privacy as a private interest, but also for privacy as a public good, and notably for the substance of intellectual privacy that is closely related to the freedom of information, and to the capability to develop a mind of one's own regarding matters of personal and public interest. However, instead of rejecting or obstructing machine learning per se, I propose to acknowledge that though we can be "made" computable, (1) this does not imply that such computability entirely defines us, and (2) there are always many -and sometimes radically different -ways of computing the same person. 59 In line with the latter, one way of protecting our privacy is to require what I call "agonistic machine learning," i.e., demanding that companies or governments that base decisions on machine learning must explore and enable alternative ways of datafying and modelling the same event, person or action. 60 This should ward off monopolistic claims about the "true" or the "real" representation of human beings, their actions and the rest of the universe in terms of data and their inferences. It requires us to move from agnostic to agonistic machine learning, from assuming that machine learning will get it right because of these systems' aura of numerical objectivity to testing whether the bias they detect in their training set makes good sense or is incorrect, unfair or spurious. Many applications of machine learning actually work with a so-called "ground truth" to anchor the performance metric; to test whether the system gets it right, machine learning will often require a machine-readable indication of what is "right." 61 The ground truth is, for instance, based on surveys or interviews where people are asked to assess their own position, emotions, or preferences or, alternatively, based on expert opinion such as medical diagnoses made by medical doctors. This implies that some parameter is introduced as the "real" truth, it being taken for granted that whenever the system aligns with this ground truth it is getting things right. This has three implications. (2016) . My answer is that algorithms can be designed in agonistic ways, but it is not obvious that machinic decisions and the algorithms that "make" them can be agonistic. This raises another preliminary question as to whether we should want to employ machine learning in the first place. I believe that agonistic machine learning will contribute to informed answers to this question -where concrete applications are considered. 61 This is notably the case for reinforcement learning. See Brooks, supra note 1.
First, this type of machine learning or cognitive computing is parasitizing on human domain expertise or simply on human experience. These systems are not developing a proper understanding of law or medicine or accounting, but more or less excellent simulations of such expertise or experience. This has unprecedented consequences, both positive (offloading tasks to cognitive machines) and negative (deskilling of the experts whose knowledge has been offloaded). 62 Second, the better the simulation, the higher the risk that it will follow the bias that is hidden in the ground truth (which may not be so true after all). 63 Third, the "ground truth" itself is often contestable and indeed contested, as medical doctors disagree about diagnoses and individuals provide incorrect answers or change their mind. 64 Agonistic machine learning would bring the adversarial core of the Rule of Law into the heart of the design of data-driven environments, thus also aligning with the methodological core of reliable machine learning. Taking democracy, the Rule of Law and scientific method seriously, we should require that the research design of our supposedly smart architectures be based on agonistic debate, built-in falsifiability and a robust constructive distrust. This should result in testable and contestable decision-systems whose human overlords can be called to account, squarely facing the legal interpretability problem and its relationship with the computer science interpretability problem.
Whereas the Rule of Law is aligned with the notion of adversarial procedure, 66 I prefer the notion of agonistic for two reasons. The first is that the concept of "adversarial machine learning" has already been "taken" by security researchers, referring to the use of machine learning to defend against attacks against information systems. 67 The second reason is that the concept of agonism has been developed both within democratic theory, 68 and in the context of constructive technology assessment, 69 providing salient arguments for what DiSalvo calls "a condition of forever looping contestation." 70 DiSalvo actually developed a concept of "adversarial design" to designate the integration of agonistic pluralism into design practices in the broad sense of that term, including engineering, architecture, institutionalization, art and other forms of devising "courses of action aimed at changing existing situations into preferred ones" (quoting Herbert Simon, one of the founding fathers of artificial intelligence). 71 Disalvo argues that
The ongoing disagreement and confrontation are not detrimental to the endeavour of democracy but are productive of the democratic condition . . . . From an agonistic perspective, democracy is a situation in which the facts, beliefs, and practices of a society are forever examined and challenged . . . . Perhaps the most basic purpose of adversarial design is to make . . . . spaces of confrontation and provide resources and opportunities for others to participate in contestation. 72 Such a loop of contestation should not be confused with post-truth postmodernist relativism, but aligned with the idea of an open society that is willing to face the potential falsification of mainstream assumptions, 73 and is capable of doubting anything if good reason does arise, even though one cannot doubt everything. 74 This is not a matter of antagonism (being against anything, whatever the reason) but a matter of co-designing our material, face-to-face and institutional environment in a robust, sustainable way that affords equal respect and concern. Taking democracy seriously means that whenever technologies that could reconfigure our environment, are developed, marketed and employed, we must make sure that those who will suffer or enjoy the consequences are heard and their points of view taken into account. 75 Not merely to be nice, but because they will bring specific expertise to the table and contribute to achieving "robust" societal architectures. Discussing the preconditions for "constructive technology assessment," Rip qualifies agonism in terms of learning processes: "These are processes of agonistic, collective learning, which hopefully lead to robust outcomes." 76 A productive arrangement, then, is one that is conducive to agonistic learning and robust outcomes.
Agonistic learning affords robust as well as fair outcomes, based on serious consideration of potential objections and alternative designs, while steering free of untested assumptions that are prone to generating vulnerabilities. Agonism will also protect against the surge of self-driving technologies that feed on overdetermination of human action in terms of machine-readable behaviors, combining machine learning with hyper-nudging, 77 reducing human individuals to pawns in a game of chess played by the overlords of seemingly omnipotent platforms. 78 The idea is not to reject or denounce machine learning but to contribute to reliable and testable research designs, e.g., such as proposed by Hofman, Sharma and Watts in their succinct but seminal article on "prediction and interpretation," where they discriminate between "exploratory" and "confirmatory" analysis:
In exploratory analyses, researchers are free to study different tasks, fit multiple models, try various exclusion rules, and test on multiple performance metrics. When reporting their findings, however, they should transparently declare their full sequence of design choices to avoid creating a false impression of having confirmed a hypothesis rather than simply having generated one. Relatedly, they should report performance in terms of multiple metrics to avoid creating a false appearance of accuracy.
To qualify research as confirmatory, however, researchers should be required to preregister their research designs, including data preprocessing choices, model specifications, evaluation metrics, and out-of-sample predictions, in a public forum such as the Open Science Framework (https://osf.io). Although strict adherence to these guidelines may not always be possible, following them would dramatically improve the reliability and robustness of results, as well as facilitating comparisons across studies.
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One is reminded of the rules on prior disclosure in medical science, which should prevent the hiding of trials with unfavorable results, the tweaking of performance metrics to upgrade the findings, or the use of unreliable, incomplete or irrelevant data. 80 Hofman, Sharma and Watts describe the methodological heart of what I mean by agonistic machine learning, though I would like to emphasize the need to highlight the tradeoffs -discussed above -that are implicated in any machine learning research design. Also, agonistic machine learning agonistic machine learning responds to the need to call out the ethical and political implications of who decides task T, performance metric P and experience E, and to investigate how this is done, taking into account which (and whose) concerns are at stake. 
III. legal ProtectIon and agonIstIc machIne learnIng
This, finally, brings me to the legal correlate of the call for agonistic machine learning. Should data scientists be forced to adhere to legal standards that safeguard the integrity of scientific method or should this be left in the hands of the scientists? I certainly believe the latter: science and scientists thrive when independent. However, two caveats apply. First, law should contribute to safeguarding this independence, which may be diluted when external funding of scientific research gains too much nudging power over those hoping for follow-up funding.
81 Second, if we are speaking of machine learning precepts that are applied outside the laboratory of academic computer science, a different regime should apply. If applications are put on the market and/or employed in the context of government, commercial or nonprofit organizations, the real-world consequences must be faced. Machine learning applications in the real world of atoms, people and institutions require a legal framework to ensure the testability and contestability of cyber-physical systems that reconfigure both us and our world.
Which domain of law might best contribute to adversarial design and agonistic construction of smart cities, smart energy grids, smart policing, connected cars, data-driven insurance, tax fraud detection, and the pervasive cyber-physical infrastructure that is being developed as we speak? As indicated previously, 82 I do not believe that law will solve the problems generated by data-driven agency all by itself; nor do I believe that data protection law is a panacea. I do believe, nevertheless, that we need to make sure that the rules of the game create a level playing field and afford effective protection of privacy as the protection of the incomputable self. This necessitates a smart legal architecture, consisting of private law (tort law, consumer protection, competition law), public law (fundamental rights, data protection law) and criminal law (enforcement of gross violations of individual human dignity , https://www.wsj.com/articles/paying-professors-inside-googles-academicinfluence-campaign-1499785286. External funding that raises issues concerning independence is not limited to commercial enterprise, as university departments that are dependent on government assignments raise similar questions. Cf. chris Jones, markeT forces: The develoPmenT of The eu securiTy-indusTrial comPlex (2017). 82 hildebrandT, supra note 7, at 17. and other human rights). I will end with two contested elements from data protection law (purpose limitation and profile transparency), briefly arguing that they align with robust machine learning practices, and ending with a call to properly distinguish between explanation and justification in the case of automated decision-making based on profiling.
As to the legal principle of purpose limitation, 83 as indicated above, defining the purpose of processing is part and parcel of any machine learning research design. It is defined in the delineation of task T, in the choice and curation of the training and validation data (experience E), and more precisely in the selection of the performance metric P. In light of Hofman, Sharma and Watts' distinction between exploratory and confirmatory research designs and Van der Lei's first law of informatics, we must conclude that data collected without a purpose or for another purpose is not fit for a proper research design. Using such data may result in shoddy output and insofar as the research design has not been registered the results cannot be validated, leading to untrustworthy machine learning practices. Nevertheless, the purpose that must be defined by the data controller is not the same as the task that is defined by the data scientists; the first defines the purpose of the controller, the second defines a purpose for the learning algorithm. The purpose of the controller must be specified in a way that makes sense considering her relationship with the data subject, while the task for the learning algorithm must be specified by way of formalization. The difference is, however, not a bug but a feature. By requiring the specification of one or more legitimate purposes by the controller, data (stipulating that personal data may only be processed for specified, explicit and legitimate purposes); id. at art. 5.1(c) (adding that they shall be adequate, relevant and limited to what is necessary in relation to the purposes for which they are processed); id. at art. 6.1(a) (stipulating that consent can only be provided for one or more specific purposes); id. at arts. 5.1(b), 89 (stipulating that further processing for another purpose that is incompatible with the original purpose is only allowed if consent is provided for the new purpose, or if based on law which is necessary and proportionate); id. at recital 33 (presenting crucial exceptions for further processing for purposes of scientific research, which is considered to be compatible with the original purpose by default, though safeguards apply).
Note that purpose plays a crucial and central role in the GDPR: it does not merely determine whether data may be processed (based on a necessity criterion), but simultaneously determines who is responsible and liable for compliance (see, for example, id. at art. protection law unwittingly contributes to sustainable research designs that have a better chance of making good sense of the data than sloppy exploratory research that covers its tracks in the name of experimentation and the freedom to tinker. The latter may be fine, but not with someone else's personal data and not if the unreliable results have an impact on people's lives in the real world (think of invisible discriminatory targeting based on credit rating, sentencing or employability algorithms; disproportional monitoring based on questionable fraud detection algorithms; or critical infrastructure that breaks down or wastes resources). Purpose specification is not equivalent to but certainly aligns with Van der Lei's First Law of Informatics, rejecting overstated claims of a tradeoff between predictive accuracy and interpretability in machine learning applications. Obviously, purpose limitation in constitutional, administrative and data protection law was not invented to serve the methodological integrity of data science -it derives from the legality principle that applies to the exercise of government competences and is meant to provide legitimacy and transparency to decision-making by powerful actors. Purpose limitation relates to the justification of such decision-making rather than its explanation in the sense of its heuristics.
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This brings me to the second element of EU data protection law that will contribute to a more robust application of machine learning: the extension of profile-transparency rights. These rights do not aim to justify machine decisions but to clarify how they came about (their heuristics), and thus raise the issue of their computational and human interpretability. Though tradeoffs may exist between predictive accuracy of the output and the interpretability of the underlying process, these tradeoffs necessarily depend on access to "ground truth" which should then be uncontroversial (otherwise the accuracy cannot be determined). 85 The more important applications should be based on confirmatory research that includes inquiry into causality, so as to prevent delusional inferences that are wrongly taken for granted precisely because there is no understanding of the causal dependencies on potentially unknown parameters. 86 This relates to the fact that the bigger the data, the more spurious patterns will be generated. 87 It therefore seems unwise to assume that predictive accuracy goes up when interpretability goes down, or vice versa -it all depends, and major caveats apply. On top of that, we now have various types of software that provide insight into the specific parameters that determined an individual decision, 88 even if the machine learning application actually took into account thousands of variables that both overlap and interact with each other in ways that cannot be grasped by an individual human mind.
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Let me remind the reader of which profile transparency rights and obligations have been attributed by the GDPR. Note that recitals are not binding in the way that legislation or case law is, but having been articulated by the legislator, recitals are considered crucial indications for correct interpretation. In articles 13.2(f), 14.2(g) and 15.1(h) we find the following transparency obligations for data controllers and rights for the data subject: "the existence of automated decision-making, including profiling, referred to in Article 22(1) and (4) and, at least in those cases, meaningful information about the logic involved, as well as the significance and the envisaged consequences of such processing for the data subject."
90 Recital (71) adds:
In any case, such processing should be subject to suitable safeguards, which should include specific information to the data subject and the In that sense, we can speak of a digital unconscious. Cf. hildebrandT, supra note 7, at 65-77. 90 GDPR, supra note 83, at art. 13 (concerning the processing of data obtained from the data subject, in which case the information must be provided "at the time when personal data are obtained."); id. at art. 14 (concerning the processing where the data has not been obtained from the data subject).
right to obtain human intervention, to express his or her point of view, to obtain an explanation of the decision reached after such assessment and to challenge the decision (emphasis added).
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In a series of articles, these rights have been coined as rights to "profile transparency," 92 as a "right to explanation," 93 and/or as a "right to information about." 94 Discussions have emerged about what "meaningful information" could mean, whether the explanation should take an ex ante perspective and concern only the logic of the decision-making process (which is not personal data and may be protected by trade secret or intellectual property rights), or also (or only) take an ex post perspective and concern the precise parameters that determined the individual decision (which will be personal data as it targets specific data points of the individual that is the object of the decision).
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Other discussions focus on the conditions that define the automated decision of art. 22.1: "The data subject shall have the right not to be subject to a decision based solely on automated processing, including profiling, which produces legal effects concerning him or her or similarly significantly affects him or her."
96 Recital 71 adds:
(…) such as automatic refusal of an online credit application or e-recruiting practices without any human intervention. Such processing includes "profiling" that consists of any form of automated processing of personal data evaluating the personal aspects relating to a natural person, in particular to analyse or predict aspects concerning the data subject's performance at work, economic situation, health, personal 99 what could be meant by legal effect concerning her (in the strict sense any contract has legal effect, also when buying bread); and whether "similarly significantly affects her" implies that only a significant legal effect should be taken into account, or whether any legal effect is considered significant and therefore all other effects that somehow resemble a legal effect must be taken into account.
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I could continue this inventory, since many other points have been and will be made that are all highly relevant and/or interesting. In the context of this article, however, I want to make two points. First, in the case of the IoT, automated decisions will abound and it will be increasingly important that humans become aware of whether they are dealing with human or machine interlocutors. The transparency rights around profiling, at least in the case of automated decisions, will help to remind us whenever we are confronted with machine-made decisions. The transparency obligations demand that (1) the existence of such decisions is communicated, including (2) The salience of their concept of "counterfactual explanations" resides in attempts to clarify for individuals targeted by automated decisions, amongst others, "what would need to change in order to receive a desired result in the future, based on the current decision-making model." 102 More precisely: "Counterfactuals describe a dependency on the external facts that lead to that decision without the need to convey the internal state or logic of an algorithm."
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The "need to change" in "what would need to change" can refer to the machine learning application, to those who train the algorithms, but -obviouslyalso to the individual who may decide to change her behaviors. My argument would be that agonistic machine learning may enable such counterfactual explanations, while highlighting the potential of the "need to change" for all sides (not just the data subject), including a redistribution of actionability and 101 Wachter, Mittelstadt & Russell, supra note 56. In many ways, the salience of their concept of "counterfactual explanations" aligns with the idea of agonistic machine learning and with previous calls for "counter profiling," which refers to using machine learning on the side of end-users that should help to infer responsibility amongst developers, profilers and those profiled. On top of that, agonistic machine learning highlights the contestability at the level of the inner workings of machine learning systems -which goes further and is aligned with the methodological integrity of machine learning practice. Articles 13-15 and 22 of the GDPR seem to me a critical contribution to restoring checks and balances in the relationship between us humans and the machines that reconfigure our environment, as it will allow contestation of the accuracy, relevance and reliability of these systems -hopefully resulting in instances of agonistic machine learning, with people pointing out that the output of the algorithm may be inaccurate, spurious, irrelevant or otherwise debatable. Crucially, this need not necessarily be done by individuals, as Article 80.1 stipulates that individual data subjects can mandate their rights to an effective remedy to a dedicated NGO (apart from the right to compensation, which depends on national law). If agonistic machine learning makes any sense, it will be that the learning process is not merely one of machines, but becomes an individual, social and institutional learning process.
The second point I want to make is that we should not mistake the legal obligation to justify actions or decisions for the right to explanation and/or information, even though they are clearly related. Explanation in itself does not imply justification, and justification does not always require an explanation of the underlying logic of the decision system. If the decisions of an automated machine learning application indirectly discriminate on the basis of gender or race they may qualify as prohibited discrimination; explaining why the system so decided may be interesting but will not legally justify the decision. A decision of an automated system should be justifiable independently of how the system came to its conclusion. When a court decides a case, it cannot justify its decision by spelling out the heuristics of the judge(s) involved, such as their political preferences, what they had for breakfast or how they prepared the case. 104 Though this may be of interest for legal sociologists, the law requires that they motivate their decisions in reference to a set of available legal reasons which thus restrict their ability to decide one way or another. And this is precisely the role of an independent court. As to commercial enterprise, merely providing the inner workings of learning algorithms will not do either -when it come to the lawfulness of a decision or action. For instance, if credit for an online sale is refused based on the freedom to contract and there is no reason to believe that the refusal constitutes prohibited discrimination, the decision may be legally justified by the freedom to contract and thereby lawful. The fact that the system may be biased towards a few trivial data points, such as e.g. birthdate, timing of the purchase (day or night) and payment method, or towards specific clickstream behaviors does not necessarily turn it into an unlawful decision, even though in the EU data subjects may have a specific profile transparency right if the decision has a legal or similarly significant impact. This transparency right is nevertheless crucial to initiating agonistic machine learning practices that involve not only domain experts and data scientists, but also citizens and those that wish to mandate their right to enable collective action (based on Article 79 of the GDPR).
Be that as it may, we must not allow the discourse of explainability to stand in the way of the question whether a decision is legally justified, which requires a specific type of legal reasons. For instance, the conviction of a defendant cannot be based on the predictive accuracy of an algorithm, even if we "understand" how it works, but only on the legal grounds that justify conviction. Refusing credit, flexible pricing or raising an insurance premium may be based on the freedom to contract, but that freedom is not unlimited and consumer law, competition law, financial services law and insurance law may stipulate further restrictions that must be met, potentially requiring a motivation for a refusal or specific types of price differentiation. 105 Such motivation does not concern the inner workings of a machine learning application, but reasons as provided by law. It may be part of the capture and reconfiguration of our environment that we have become so focused on the black box of machine algorithms, 106 instead of demanding legal justification. We should resist attempts to lure us into accepting the drawbacks of "computer says no" based on a flawed belief in computers that supposedly "outperform" human decision-makers. 107 It is time to recapture our environment, move back from bits to atoms and celebrate our incomputable self. Not by rejecting machine learning, but rather by rejecting the assumption that its output defines us, and by getting involved in the politics of defining task T, performance metric P and experience E.
conclusIon
This Article has probed the notion of privacy as the protection of the incomputable self in the era of global, local and virtual data-driven infrastructures. To understand the idea of an incomputable self, I have mobilized the philosophy of the self, starting from the enigma of the grammatical first-person perspective that enables objectified third-person perspectives (a third-person perspective can only be taken by a first person). Highlighting the philosophical work of four key philosophers who worked on the process of self-constitution, I have approached the "self as another" (Ricoeur), as a curious amalgam of an ephemeral "I" and a dynamic "me" (Mead), underlining our crucial capability to take an "ex-centric position" as core to our nonessentialist essence (Plessner), and finally calling attention to our "natality" as the heart of the matter (Arendt). Natality roots our ability to learn new things, to recognize and establish new patterns, and to respond with new ways of navigating our shared world. It is not about behavior but concerns action and interaction. Natality is rooted in the plasticity of our brains and the generative nature of human language, reinforced by the technologies of the script and the printing press. Based on this, the first part of this Article argued that a relational conception of privacy misses out on the ecological perspective that is needed to frame the technological mediation of our relationality. Part II of the Article examined the affordances of machine learning as critical to the reconfiguration of the self as a computable entity, whose machine-readable behaviors can be used to frame, target and manipulate its consumer, political, religious and other preferences. The firestorm that erupted in March 2018 around the 50.000.000 Facebook profiles that were "leaked" to Cambridge Analytica and used in the 2016 U.S. elections shows outrage at the breach of trust between Facebook and its users. More to the point, it demonstrates that a platform built to induce clickstream behaviors to serve advertising profits can also be used to induce voting and other political behaviors.
108 Political 109 Such behaviorism may reduce our agency and diminish our natality. In Arendt's own words, "[t]he trouble with modern theories of behaviourism is not that they are wrong but that they could become true." 110 In this Article, I have taken the position that our foundational incomputability does not rule out machine learning as a means to enhance both our agency and our natality, depending on whether we take the time and make the effort to understand how it can be designed in ways that set us free instead of chaining us to patterns mined from historical data. I have proposed the notion of agonistic machine learning, to highlight how the new manipulability that comes with computational inferencing requires rethinking democratic theory as well as the practice of technology assessment.
In Part III, I discussed how agonistic machine learning relates to legal protection, and more specifically, how the EU General Data Protection Regulation will help to enhance the methodological integrity of machine learning, while also bringing adversariality into the research design of machine learning. I have described how, contrary to received opinion, the core principles of data minimization and purpose limitation do fit the requirements for robust machine learning, steering free of both data obesitas and pattern obesitas. Agonistic machine learning should enable us, the people, to make informed choices about whether, when and how machine learning applications can best be integrated in human society, instead of taking for granted that they will solve major problems without creating more complex and costly problems. In the end this means that our incomputability is in part protected by a practical and actionable right to reject computation and/or to be computed in alternative ways, underlining the indeterminate nature of each and every individual person and the "equal respect and concern" that our governments owe each of them. and Machines, 4 J. learning analyTics 6 (2017). 110 arendT, supra note 5, at 322. 111 The idea that taking rights seriously follows from the imperative that people have a right to equal concern and respect from those who govern them was developed by Ronald Dworkin. ronald dworkin, Taking righTs seriously (1978).
